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I. Introduction 

Factorization theorems play a central role in the analysis oE 
many hadronic processes in that they allow one to write observable 
quantities as the convolution of a non-perturbatlve, process-
independent piece w..th a pertucbative, process-specific piece.'' For 
the case of the Drell-Yan process, proofs of the factorization con
jecture remain incomplete. In this paper, we show that Initial state 
interactions in the Drell-Yan process violate factorization order by 
order in perturbation Lheory, and we discuss the effects of such 
interactions on the observed cross sections. 

Figure 1 shows the basic Drell-Yan process far anti-baryon—baryon 
collisions: a quark from one baryon annihilates with an anti-quark 
from the nnti-baryon to produce a time-like Virtual photon, which In 

2 
turn produces a lepton pair of Invariant mass-squared Q • QCD fac-

2 2 
torization Is the statement that, at large Q , the cross section do/dQ 
ia given, up to terms of 0(1/Q ), by the convolution of the absolute 
square of a hard process (simple Feymnan diagram) with evolved (scale-
breaking) structure functions. This statement is depicted in Fig. 2 
for the basic process and soiue 0(a) radiative corrections. The dashed 
vertical lines cut through the final state (with conversion of the 
missive photon Into a pair understood); the inner Feynman diagTatn is 
the square of the hard process; and the hadronic wave function "blobs" 
squared make up the structure functions. For examplea the basic pro
cess gives a contribution 

. >e2 2 
to _£4ffi_ j l j t o ^ j f c ^ a-)[q(x 1 (Q 2>q<X 2,Q 2) + (1 - 2 ) ) . (l> 
dq q c(| 



where q ( x ,1} > :> 1" 1 l ' x 2 • " " ^ a l c t h t 1 u a r k a , u l anti-quark s t ructure 

{mictions r«jap<;ctiv«ly. 

.A»ractorti.Tt Ion theorems, as they are usually stated, also re la te 

vwcio«4 hadronle pr&eesses to afte another (un iversa l i ty ) . In p a r t i -
ty * ^ 2 2 

cifjlr,*'jthcy s ta te that the s t ructure functions q(x,q ) , q(x,Q ) , 

JtC**flPF'Cgl»on) that appear in the Drell-Yan fornula are the same 

structure funcllona as those Measured In deep-inelast ic sca t te r ing . 

tax deep-iiwilastic e c a t t « i a g an a vujclear t a rge t , the v i r tua l photon 

in terac ts with a given charged constituent with a strungth that Is 

independent ai the location of the constituent within the nucleus. 

Thus, ve arc led in»u*ii«rely to the statement of nuclton nuAber addl-

t i v l ty for s t ructure functions: 

(<!<».Q2J)A - A(q(x .q Z ) ) N , u tc . (away from x-<) . U) 

Here A Is the nucleoli ninber and the subscript!* A and H denote the 

nucleus and nucleoli, respectively. 

ttacle^tt ntfttwr addUiv i ty , in the context oi fac tor iza t ion , haa 

important consequences Cor the Drell-i'an process. It implies that 

quarks on the back face of a nuclear target are just as l ikely aa qusrfes 

on the front (ace to annihi late with a p ro jec t i l e unll-quark. That I s , 

factorization seems la imply that nuclear a a t t e r , at l«nst for the 

Drell-Yan pracuSH, in inf in i te ly ponderable. 

On the other hand, w« know chat the pro jac t i lu in te rac ts strongly 

With the matter In the targets Total cross sections* for hndroni* cm ,i 
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nuclear target go like A , which indicates that the projectile does 

not penetrate much past the nuclear surface before an Interaction occurs. 

In exclusive channels, multiple scattering (nuclear enhancement) appears 

to be important. Even in experiments that measure the Drell-Yan cross 

section, one must allow for the production of secondary hadrona and 

depletion of the beaut as it passes through a macroscopic length of 

target. In short, a projectile's wave function must be profoundly dis

turbed as t1« projectile passes through the target. 

11. Initial State Internetloni 

In order to resolve this apparent conflict between strong-inter

action phenomenology and QCD factorization, we investigate the inter

action between target and projectile constituents (initial state Inter

actions) In QCD perturbation theory. At first sight, it might appear 

that perturbation theory is an inappropriate cool for the 3tudy of 

strong-interaction phyttlcs. However, it does give us a consistent field 

theoretic fracsewisrfc - Incorporating principles llk» ursitarity and causality -

within which to check, our ideas. As we shall ace, the principles that 

emerge froa our analysis are rather general and probably transcend tha 

limits of perturbation theory. Furthermore, factorization, if K is 

correct, oust hold in perturbation theory, so any exceptions we find 

perturbatively represent valid counter-examples to the "theorems," 

Our analysis ank«s use of the light-cone (lnfinitc-noaentta 

frajnc) pertnrb.itton theory. This Is merely a convenience. 

http://pertnrb.it
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All of our results can, of course, be obtained by starting with the 
usual Feyman rules< picking an appropriate Lorvtit* fraoe, and carrying 
out Lhe contour integration w a r one of the components <usually P 0 ur 
P_) of each Loop momentum, 

Fljjurc 3 shows same example* of tnlcial a late interactions for the 
process of meson-baryon Droll-Van product Inn. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) 
•how, respectively, example* of nutlve-Hpcctacor clastic and bremsstrati-
lung initial atata processes, and Pig. 3(c) wtwws un example of a 
apoctator-apectator Initial state process. The spectator-spectator inter
actions w o n considered previously by Curdy and Winbow and Detar, El 11A, 
and Landshoff , and waro shown to cancel, essentially because of unitarity. 
In this analysis wc concentrate on tho active-spectator interactions. For 
simplicity, wo dicusss explicit calculations for the case of meson-n, -.on 
collisions. Tho generalisation to tho Drell-Yan process for other typos 
of hadronic collisions la straightforward, 

1X1. Elastic Interactions 

Lot ua consider first the Olaitlc initial state interactions, the 
slaplost exaaple of which is shown in Fig, 4. if this type of inter
action is to give a factorisation-violating (leading twist) contribution 
to the Drell-ian cross section, it aust not be suppressed by powers of 
2 Q relative to the basic process. That Is, at fixed x , t it must 
give an a-in^ttpradant contribution relative to the basic process. The 
various factors in this Fcynstan amplitude, In addition to those con
tained In the basic process, arc as follows (for small y): 

Energy dtnooinater * yr, - 2 r,** l * *« 



Indicated by a sol id vert ical l ine ifl Fig. 4; 

g l o w propagator dcnOMLnatar • *j 1 

gluan spin sum multiplying quark* m f.' i 
anti-quark convection currents y ' 

We work. In the light-cone gauge (A • 0) throughout in order to « l l a l -

nate large (OC/a)) cancelling contributions. How, If the amplitude Is 

co give an a-imiepsftdene contribution ta cha cross nation v* mat hava 

r * \ V l i 1 
t{ y r*y - ir1.fci+ i* q 4 * 

2 i - -t(l-y) is limited by the hadconic wave function • Co ba of fcha 
order of a (hadrcnlc mass)*. Then, one night exp«« that Eq. (2) uovU 
be impossible to satisfy since ths energy denominator contains a tarn 

2 2 yr^ with r* - s. In f* 
ficiently small range: 

2 2 yr^ with tL - s. In fact, ve need only choose y to lia in a auf 

y * (CtTs . 0) 
Thus, we see that the leading-twist contribution corns fioa the ragion 
near the pole (Glauber singularity) in the etiargy dsnoBlnator. The 
singularity corresponds to classical on-shell scattering, i.a»> pro
pagation over infinite distance. This is to ba contrasted with tha 
mass singularities discussed in the usual treatatnts of factorisation, 
which arise Eraa the "colllnear" region of Bomeatun space. Unlike the 
mass singularities, the initial state corrections cannot bo eliminated 
through che use of Ward identities or a. saxticular choice of gauge. 
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One night worry that the • -integration in En,. <2) seems to contain 
a logarithmic divergence in the small-i, region, In general, such diver
gences are cut-off by terns df 0<k 4A9 that we have neglected in the gluon 
propagator. For the particular example shown in Fig. 4, the infrared 
divergence is also regulated beeuaae of a cancellation that occurs when 
one sums over the Interactions of the gluon with all constituents of the 
color-neutral (singlet) hadronic system, as in Fig* S. This is simply 
the statement tltat a gluon Ct'-moc couple to a color neutral system when 
its wavelength It long compared to the size of the system. Note th.it, 
were it not for the t "dependence oF the hadronlc wave functions, which 
is dutt to the finite transverse Hize of the hadronlc color chnTgc distri
butions, thii particular initial state interaction vaultl be completely 
cancelled. 

Based O D our analysln of the aoeentum transferred by the virtual 
gluon, we expect that the elastic initial state Interactions smear the 
transverse aoaontun (Q1) dlstrlbutlnn of the Drell-Yan pair, but leave 
the longitudinal Momentum fraction (x) distributions unchanged. The 
magnitude of the »mearing of the Q distribution in 

* li \ " h o d r c n l e B a 8 S 

for a nucleott target• and 

< ij > A * A 1' 1 < ij > N - \ 1 1 1 (hodronle moss) 

for a nuclear target, since the distance the projectile quark travels 
through the nucleus is proportional to A . That is, U w j»roJertil« 
quark undergoes a random walk in transverse aoocntuin space, with each 

2 I/* Steu of magnitude - < t '" . Such initial state interactions tjlve an 

A-nependcnt «n»ntrll»jtti'it to - <J''• (hat mlphl bv lnmnrvrllv attrfbutiil 

http://th.it


>.c tin. "primordial" k_ of the hadronic constituents. 
There is evidence far such transverse amwntujt smearing in thv 

o CIF data tshawn in Fig. 6. in the mass region <M jj 3 GeV) for which 
wc expect the Drell-Yan mechanism to be dominant, the date shew a trand 
Loward increasing * Q| > with increasing nuclear sine. Fitting these 

2 1/2 data to Eq. (4>, we obtain < ft. > i» 200 HeV« la Fig, 7 » show 
the NA3 data for the ratio of the Drell-Yan cross flection on Bj to Che 

9 2 
Drell-Yan cross section on Ft, Taking < 4, > H'20Q HeV and using the 
ClP data for che Q 1 dependence of the cross section, ws estimate that 
at larRe Q L the initial state Interactions enhance the Pt cross section 
by a factor of about 1.7 relative to the H 2 cross section. This is 
just within the NA3 error bars. 

in the ease of an Abelian theory th'.te is an Important cancellation 
2 2 2 

in do/dQ (but not dj/dQ dQ*) between the square of the lowest order 
ulastic initial state amplitude (Jig. 8(a)) and the interference of e 
tvro-giuon elastic exchange with the basic process (Fig. 8(b)). tech
nically, the cancellation occurs as followsi once oaa has symmetrised 
the energy denominators of Fig. 8(b) with respect to the integration 
variables (gluon amenta), the denominators ere identical to those of 
FIK- 8(a), except for a minus sign froa moving one denominator across 
the final state cut and a factor of 1/2 from Berrying ont the »yar-
oetrizatlon. The factor of 1/2 just cancels the factor of 2 coning 
from the two equal contributions of Fig. 8(b)• Physically, the can" 
celiacion occurs because the initial state interactions can change Che 
transverse omentum of the Incoming quarks, but net tin total incident 
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flxuu Aa Long a* w doea not obBorw the lefrton pair transverse aoaen-

t»mt the ehangae tn quark tranaveree amentum are of no consequence. This 

cancellation at largo q peraiats ta all orders, m general, in the 

Aballan case, tha flfell-Yan clastic Initial state interaction graphs 

factorize Into the ehflaluta Mquare «t an elastic amplitude times t.hc basic 

Ccwll-Yan acooaaa <Tig. 9 ) . Since the clastic amplitude i s , for an 

Abalian theory, tha exponential of an imaginary elkonal phase, its 

absolute square it unity. 

By axoalnlng tha moaantua dependence of the hydremic vavo functions 

In tha axprcaaiona for tha elaotic contributions, we arrive at a con

dition that matt be fulfilled if tha cancellotion is to occur: 

' *' K li \ ( , W 2 • ( 5 a } 

Where M„ and u. ara tha nuelaon uiu and length, respectively. Con
dition (5a) la actually the atatenent that the bean bo coherent over 
the ration 1A Which tha target quark is confinedi 

< V>Lab S « l • « » 
This condition la eeaily aatiafled ir> aoat experiments. 

In tha ca*£ Of a non-Abellan theory, euch as QCD, the cancellatlim 

of el&etic Initial atata «f facts outlined above fal . • because of the 

color algebra. Conaidar, for exaaple, the color factor* of the graphs 

of Pis. 8(a) and Fig, 8(b), which are shown scbeaatically In Figs. 10(a) 

and 10(b), reapectlvely. They differ by term involving the coamitator 

of two fc-etttrlcas* In fact, the ratio of the color factor of Fig. B(a) 

to that of Pig. 8(b) la - ( n c - l ) , no that these two graphs do mot cancel, 
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as in the Afceltan eaM. bttt add. Sinca tin cancellation falls becswo 
of cents involving the commutator of X-suericea, one might guess that 
graphs involving the triple gluoa vertex, at In Pig. 11* could play a role 
in restoring the cancellation- However, aueh a graph contain* one lass 
Glauber singularity than the ladder graphs of tho same order in a (Fig. 8 ) . 
Thus, it has the wrong phase (para imaginary) to contribute to the 
Brcll-Yan cross section. 

in general, the elastic Interactions fall to cancel In a nou-
Abeliati theory because the color rotation associated with the elastic 
exchanges fails to commute with tht color matrix of the basic Drsll-
Yan process (?ig. 12). Thua» elastic initial state interactions, as 
matter how soft, can dramatically alter the DrelL-Yaa cress section by 
allowing color to "leak" from the active Quarks to the spectators. An 
analysis of general initial state color rotations shows that this 
results in an initial state enhancement factor I ,, 

Kl g J l<nJ . (6) 

In (6), one factor of n f i is present because color "leakage" removes the 
constraint that the annihilating quart and anti-quark have opposite 
colors. Ihe second factor of n accounts for the number of possible 
spectator colors for a given active-quark, color. 

An example of clastic initial state interactions In a nuclear 
target is shown in Pig. 13. In this example* the spectator quark la a 
constituent of a (color singlet) nneleott that does not contain an 
active quark. As a consequence, the color factors of the two graphs 
shown are Identical, and they caeca! as In the Abalian case. Thus, 
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the elastic exchanges Modify the wuclwn crass section In a non-Abelian 
theory, but result in nuclear cross section that is still proportional 
to A. 

IV. Cluon »ts—atrahlmiK 

As tie have seta, elastic initial state Interactions have only a 
minor effect on the x-dlstrlbtitlons of the annihilating constituents. 
However, one night expect inelastic reactions to alter the x-dlstrl-
butioas significantly. Tor example, •.independent initial state brcu-
strohlwng could, id principle, reamm an arbitrarily large fraction of 
the momentum of the incident particles. We shall see, however, that 
such brenastrshlung is suppressed at large Q . 

Let us consideK the initial state bromsstrahlung graphs shown in 
Fig. 14. In discussing the Initial-state brensstrahlung v« find it 
convenient to isolate the part of the amplitude that is induced by the 
attire-spectator interaction* To this end. we note that the amplitude 
of Fig. 14(a), In vhieh the gluoa is emitted before any initial state 
Interactions, has a numerator coupling eJ'J|> whereas all other dia
grams lead to numerators of the fore c.'CJi + tj)- Thus, wc define the 
j-part of each amplitude to bo the piece obtained by keeping only the 
CI'JI term in the numerator. In addition, ue drop All cross ictn of 
Che fora *|'Jj **> the energy denominators For the J-part. It turns 
Out that the .J-part is the correct loading-twist, approxiaation for the 
brass*tcahlung anpLitudu for jj £ J~l . We define the t-part to be the 
remainder of the leading twist contribution to the amplitude, the 
*~PBTt is proportional to the mamentnm transfer i 1 # and so contains the 
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part of the brouatrahlung chat 1B induced by the active-spectator 
exchanges • It contribute in loading tylot only for j i < /*t « Q. 

Lot u« temporarily set aside the t'parts and consider first the 
effect of the J-parta. The j-paxta of the various graphs cpablne to 
give a convenient factorixed fan. For exaaple, for the j-parta of 
Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) the energy denowdnatore combine ae fpllcu: 

B _ 1(A" 1 + C _ l> - A - 1 < r l . (7) 

Here A is the denominator associetod with Ch* aadseion of a gluon, and 
C la the denoainator associated with the elastic active-spectator scat
tering. In the caee of a nooHtbellan theory, we swat also take l a w 
account the trlple-gluon coupling graph, Fig. 14(c). Aside fron the 
color factor, its j-part is identical to that of Fig. 14(a). The 
color factor is such that, when added to the color factor of Fig. 14(a), 
it yields the color factor of Fit- M ( b ) . A more general eiiasjela of 
this sort of combinatorics is shown in Flft. IS. The graphs on. a given 
row have identical energy denominators, thair color factoro coablne 
to give the color factor of the last row. Then, the energy deoosdnatora 
associated with each row can be added to give a factored result, thus, 
we see that, in both the Abelian and non-Abalian theories, the j-parts 
combine to give a factored result of the font of a Drell-Yan amplitude 
with gluon emission (including wave function evolution) tines an 
uLa*tic Initial state scattering anplltuds (see Fig. 16). 

The foctorlzud structure is such that, for a nen-Abelien theory, 
the color factor is always computed with the elastic scattering outside 
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of the (real or virtual} bxewtBtrahlung, as in Fig. 14(b). Thus, the 
color traces are different for the cases of real and virtual omission 
ffiS- 17}. This leads w to expccr that do/dQ2 is modified by an in
dependent, factorization-violating factor: 

1 < l(Q2,*q.x-> < n* . (7) 

In 0 ( O tho virtual graphs contribute «, Sudakov doable log: 

-t2) ̂ [ « n a ̂ 1 * (elastic amplitude) 

in an AbeltBA theory this double log would lie cancelled by a similar 
contribution from the real emission graphs- However, as pointed out 
by Mueller , In O(a^) the color factor associated with the virtual 
emission is C-, whereas the color factor associated vith real amission 
is Cp - ̂ C A. Thus, there is a residual double log contribution 

"A 2 a1 

- - ^ p tn ^ * {elastic amplitude) . 

It can be seen (nost easily in axial gauge) that these double logs 
exponentiate to all orders ia « 8 to give (ignoring the mailing of tho 
coupling constant) 

{*"$ «xel- -JJ* in' Sjj* {elastic amplitude) , <g) 

Assuming that this fomal resunmation of the perturbation theory ia 
justified, one ia lead to conclude that the initial state factor is of 
the form 

,2 „ „ , _ „ , , ,Blr2 __ _. %,2 IOT •VV • tt.r1J'S<Q -vV' +* * t 9 ) 
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where 

{'-i |S| 2 * exp|- - £ p An 2 ^y| in the limit of large Q 2 

that is, the initial state enhancement talis faster thaa any power of 
q* for Q large, so that the initial state effects Ate not In conflict 
with the factorization conjecture f 0 E do/dQ . Not*, however, that the 
initial scats correction* may still be phenomenologieally important. 
Taking tte infrared cutoff A to be given by the nadrnalc size, we find 
that tha initial state anhanrfent factor is 

at prceent values of 9. . 
Finally, let ua return to the discussion of tha i-parta. By 

definition, the i-part breustTahlung is always internal to at least 
one of tha elastic exchangee. As a consequence, it tend* to ha sup
pressed because of cancelling oontribatioas from the Glauber elngn-
Larltlea on eithet side of the glwon eatsslon vertex. For exaaple, 
the energy daaoainators C and B in Pig. 14(b) are of tha for* 

o s <y-yB + ic) * 

c = ty-yc + u) B , 
with 

y ^ - . ^ / s , ^ 2 * ^ . 

where. tf is the invariant nass of thu nnti~quark-gliion systoni If the 

(10) 
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badranic wave (unction i|i(x -y,k -1 ) i s a slowly varying function of y. 
o, 1 1 

Chen the leading twist contributions from y ̂  y B and y v y . cancel in 
the integral, pvei y. The dependence of 4>(>0 on the longitudinal Momentum 
fraction of tft* constituent is controlled by the longitudinal siws of the 
target: * * <*HL), where L is the length of the target, For example, 
in a ssa-reletlvistlc bound state x - {a+k,)/M. vhere a is the consti-
tuent mass and M ia the bound state sass, and $(IO * t far con
stituents at fixed separation *.. f (x-y.fc.-Ê )̂ "slowly varying" then 

^Vix^i « Oy.)""1 - <U) 

Since, as we noted previously, the leading twist contribution to the 

lepton-palr cross section due to the i-part amplitudes cones from the 

region *tf2 £ A J « Q2, (11) iapliea that 

< i j >/(sc»8> « (M^)" 1 - (12) 

this is a sew condition lor the validity of the QCD prediction of the x-S 1 dependence of eha cross section do/dq . 
the suppression of radiation over a finite length can be understood 

in tens of the uncertainty principle. The induced brestsatrahlung changes 
the spectator laboratory nomentum by an amount Ap a

P = ,//T^/<x_»). In 
order to detect the radiation specifically induced by the active-spectator 
interactions, one must have ftp*P*CL > 1. This leads lancdiutuly tu (12) 

H p.s the condition for no induced radiation in the Lurgcc, 
Sets that for very long targets induced radiation dot's occur. Thus, 

*>e understand why deletion if th« incident b*!am and the production of 
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sccoiulacy hadrona oceu* in a macroscopic target • I s the caae of a 

nucleus, an estimate of the condition for no induced radiation i s 

Q 2 j , *JtyA<l\ = X q V 1 * 2 Ea )A 1 / : j <t 2 > K A 1 / 3 * 0,25 G e v V 3 , (13) 

2 1/2 where vi have used < 1 "„ * 200 NeV for the average amentiai exchange 

In a quark-nudeou col l iBiwu Bote that for a uranttai target one re-
2 2 

quires Q > 10 CeV before radiation loaae* can be neglected. 

V. Other Proceea** 

Finallyi we note that initial (and final) state interactions of the 
sort we have investigated in the context ot the Drell-Yan procaaa are 
expected to effect aaay other badronic reaction*. Aa exaaple that ia 
closely related to the Prcll-Van process is direct photon production at 
large p-. As in the case of lepton pair production, we expect an 
enhancement in the cross section due to initial state interactions. 

2 1/3 2 At very large p. the relative correction should be t < % >(Jl /pj» 
Jet and single particle inclusive reactions (A+B + C+JC) should exhibit 
similar aomentutt-snaaring effects. For exaaple, in the esse of jet 
i ragnentatlon processes in deep-inelastic scattering tA. + i'HX, the 
final Htate collisions modify the transverse aoaentua distributions, of the 
produced hadrons. In addition, we expect che inelastic final atace col
lisions of uoft particles to Increase hadroa multiplicity. Generally, 
uLi Uicgo p~ Inclusive hodrontc processes should be nEfected by initial 
and final state processes. Excluulvi! processes are expected to bo 
unaffected, since, for those, che hard process involves all the con
stituents - chat is. there arc no spectators. 
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VI. Conclusions 

In stssury, we predict two Important effects arising Erow initial 
state interactions in the Drell-Yan process at Lucge <T» (1) a new 
constTibutioa to da/dQ coapaxed to standard factorization predictions, 
and (2) a smearing of the transverse anaantun distribution 4oYdQ d(j*. 
Altnongb the leading mist color enhance—nt af do/dQ Is probably 
suppressed by a Sudakov form factor* it nay be numerically Important nt 
prevent energies. In addition, ve find a new condition (12) for the 

validity of factorization predictions fot do/dQ • In spice of the 
j initial state collisions, we expect do/dQ cm a nuclear target to be 

proportional to A. We note chat those prediction! do not depend 
critically upon the detailed naturo of the color-changing active-
spectator interaction, and that they stem to be basod on rjthsr 
general concepts like conservation of flux Cunitarity) and the uncer
tainty principle, which apply outside the domain of perturbation chfory. 
Thus, we expect thf effects of initial and final state Interactions to 
occur quite generally in inclusive hadrenic processes. 
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10. The lowest: order Initial state aaplltude is pure laaglnary, so 

thtre is no 0(«.) contribution. 
11. See, for example, Huns Cheng and Tal Tsun Uu, Phys. Rev. Dl, 2775 

(1970). 
12. A. H. Mueller, Colnnbia university preprint CU-IF-213 (October I9sl). 
13* This •rgunent Is very similar to the discussion of a "foraation 

sone" for radiation due to a classical current given by L. Landau 
and I- Pomeranehuk, Doklady Academii Nautt USSR j2, 535 (1953). 
MB think L. Stodolsky for bringing this work to our attention. 

14. For exonple, any elastic or inelasLle Interaction with an amplitude 
T - sf(t), whero tf ft) + 0 for c Large, leads to our results. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Thu basic Drcll-Yan amplitude for baryon-ontlbaryon collisions. 
Contributions of the basic Droll-Van process and aoaa 0(a ) 
radiative corrections to the lepton-pair cross taction. The 
dashed vertical line Indicates the final state. Conversion of 
the virtual photon (saw-toothed line) to a lepton pair la understood* 
Sons examples of Initial state interactions in the Diell-Ysn 
process for meson-baryoa collisions. 

An active ouark-Bpeccator quark initial state interaction in the 
Droll-Van process for neson-snson scattering' 
An example of two diagrams whose infrared divergences cancel 
because of the color singlet nature of the hadronic wave functions. 
CtP data tcr the mean square transverse ooaentum of a lepton pair 
produced in plon-nucleus collisions, tf ts the invariant nans of 
the pair. 

NA-3 data for the ratio of the 5rell-Tan cross sections for pions 
on &2 and Pt an a function of lepton pair transversa mown tun. 
LeadinR twlat active-spectator clastic interactions in 9(<>B)- *»• 
contributions cancel In an Aballan theory. 
Factorization of elastic active-spectator Interactions io an 
Abe Han theory. 
Color factors for (a) Fig. 8(a) and (b) fig. 8(b). 

2 An ox ample of an elastic Initial state interaction in 0(ar) 
involving the triple gluon vertex. 
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12. Hen-cancellation of the clastic Initio? state factors In o 

non-Abelian theory because of the color constraint due to the 
Sroll~Yao basic process. The color Indices are denoted by 
a, b, c, -i, with summation over repeated Indices understood. 

13. Examples of clastic active-spectator interactions In plon nucleus 
scattering. In theuc examples the spectator quark Is n constituent 
of a nuclcon that does not contain an active quark (spectator nucleon}-

14. Exanplcs of initial statu bremsstrahlung amplitudes. 
15. An example of the factorization of the J-parts of initial state 

bremsstrahltina amplitudes. Olagrans on a given row havu the same 
energy denominators. Color factors on a row combine to give the 
color factor a-, the last row. Energy denominators combine to give 
a factoted result. 

16. General factorization of the J-parts of the Drell-Ynn bretnsstrahlung 
amplitudes into an claf.clc Initial state factor tines "ordinary" QCD 
radiative corrections. It is understood that the initial sti.ee 

• color matrices appear to the left of all oilier color matrifvs. 
V7. Examples of real and virtual bremsstrahlung with initial state 

interactions in 0(a ). 
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